Normalization. When horizontal isotropy is assumed, various forms of the energy spectrum are related according to
Two years ago we asked the question whether the diverse evidence could be reconciled with a single model and contrived an empiricism that seemed to do the job (after overlooking some inconvenient evidence). We call this model GM72 [Garrett and Munk, 1972] . The initials suggest some planned obsolescence and permit us to bring out new models from time to time. GM72 cuts off sharply beyond some specified wave numbers;' this top-hat model was chosen as the most explicit admission of ignorance concerning small scales. vertical coherence (MHC and MVC) but uses the same frequency dependence for these as before. The frequency spectra (MS) for moored observations are unchanged.
The major change stems from accepting the hypothesis that much observed fine structure in the oceans is due•to internal waves distorting a smooth profile rather than due to persistent layers arising from some other mechanism. This assumption enables us to replace the top hat of GM72 with a tapered cutoff, chosen to be consistent in slope with the dropped spectra (DS) of Millard [1972] . The revised model then agrees well with the towed spectra (TS) of Katz [1973] and is reasonably consistent with preliminary data on towed vertical coherence (TVC) and dropped lagged coherence (DLC). The most popular experiments have been those using moored instrumentation. The pioneering work at site D (39øN, 70øW) is in a class by itself, and much of the GM72 model was based on these measurements [Fofonoff, 1969; Webster, 1972] . But there are some difficulties with bottommoored experiments. One is Doppler smearing: internal waves move slowly, so that in the presence of a variable current the wave packets are convected past the transducers with frequencies of encounter that may significantly differ from the intrinsic frequencies (relative to the water). Another difficulty is microstructure contamination: in the presence of a jagged vertical temperature profile a smooth vertical motion due to internal waves appears as a jagged temperature record with highfrequency components that are related to microstructure rather than internal waves [Garrett and Munk, 1971 ]. The principal effect of Doppler smearing and microstructure contamination is to spread some of the spectral energy into the 'forbidden frequencies' beyond the V•tis?tl?t frequency.
Measurements of dropped horizontal coherences (DHC
Another effect is the reduction of coherence. 
